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CONTACT

ELEVATE
enRich Your Sales Leadership & Coaching Skills

For Sales Leaders, State Managers, Senior Leaders, and National Product Management roles

“Your programs and the method of delivery are best in class.

The results are already flowingas a consequent of attendance.”

Paul Bullock GM – Queensland

Australian Glass Group
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DESCRIPTION 
A workshop for sales leaders when embedding a standard Sales Management methodology within an organisation. Participants 

learn a combination of skills and tools that can be used to motivate, coach and manage the sales-force. The tools are practical, 

systematised and measurable. They create predictability in the performance of your sales team and, critically, your region, state 

or national revenue result.

AIMS
This program exposes participants to internationally recognised Sales Management and coaching methodologies and tools that 

are tailored to your organisation. It creates a consistent framework; strengthens focus and direction; overcomes loose cannons; 

and builds a springboard to coach improved performance from the sales force.

CONTENT/TOOLS
*  Experience a model for more strategically focused sales activities and managing it more effectively

*  Learn the 7 universal laws governing effectiveness in a sales environment

*  Build product or market specific tools which focus the sales team on a defined target market which is aligned to the desired     

   sales and marketing direction of the organisation

*  Understand how to support the sales team and create confidence

*  Learn leading edge sales coaching tools 

*  Take on board the 3 laws of Sales Management and apply them using 3 tools

* Create a sales specific Skills Audit system in support of existing Performance Management tools used through HR

PROGRAM FORMAT
Designed as an inter-active program, participants are exposed to the tools and systems then allowed the time to create 

company specific versions of the tools in support of their current systems and processes. 

OUTCOMES
Senior leaders will all understand and drive a common sales methodology. Sales Managers and senior leaders will have the 

mechanisms to manage a diverse and eclectic group of individuals that typically make up a sales team, giving them the confi-

dence for more accurate budget planning and forecasting; and the time to provide in-field support to the team to capitalise on 

new profitable sales opportunities.


